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The problem:  how to achieve a The problem:  how to achieve a 
“cooperative” solution in a game such “cooperative” solution in a game such 

as the prisoner’s dilemma?as the prisoner’s dilemma?
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What dilemma?What dilemma?
Fact 1: Fact 1: Each player is 1 utile better off by playing the Each player is 1 utile better off by playing the 
secondsecond strategy rather than the first, regardless of the strategy rather than the first, regardless of the 
other’s move.other’s move.

Fact 2:Fact 2: Each player is 4 Each player is 4 utilesutiles better off if her better off if her 
opponentopponent plays the plays the firstfirst strategy rather than the strategy rather than the 
second, regardless of her own move.second, regardless of her own move.

NoncooperativeNoncooperative solution concepts (correlated solution concepts (correlated 
equilibrium, Nash equilibrium…) only “hear” Fact 1.equilibrium, Nash equilibrium…) only “hear” Fact 1.

They perceive no dilemma in playing They perceive no dilemma in playing BRBR, because , because 
they they don’t knowdon’t know it yields (1,1) instead of (4,4).it yields (1,1) instead of (4,4).

““What we have here, is a failure toWhat we have here, is a failure to
communicate.”communicate.” ----StrotherStrother Martin in “Cool Hand Luke”Martin in “Cool Hand Luke”

The inefficient The inefficient noncooperativenoncooperative solution is not so solution is not so 
much due to a failure to cooperate, but rather due much due to a failure to cooperate, but rather due 
to a failure to to a failure to communicatecommunicate..

In the usual In the usual noncooperativenoncooperative framework, there is no framework, there is no 
way for the players to credibly communicate their way for the players to credibly communicate their 
preferences for preferences for others’others’ moves via moves via unilateralunilateral
commitments such as offers to accept gambles.commitments such as offers to accept gambles.

Hence, full information about payoff functions is not Hence, full information about payoff functions is not 
really common knowledge.really common knowledge.
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A nonA non--cooperative approach to the cooperative approach to the 
modeling of cooperationmodeling of cooperation

Following Myerson (1991), the usual Following Myerson (1991), the usual noncooperativenoncooperative
approach will be extended to allow a limited form of approach will be extended to allow a limited form of 
bilateralbilateral commitment.commitment.

Players’ strategy sets are enlarged to include Players’ strategy sets are enlarged to include 
conditional agreements to accept a cooperative conditional agreements to accept a cooperative 
solution, provided that other players also agree.solution, provided that other players also agree.

The focus here is on the epistemic implications of The focus here is on the epistemic implications of 
this approach for the this approach for the communicationcommunication of preferences of preferences 
and for the modeling of strategic rationality in terms and for the modeling of strategic rationality in terms 
of of coherencecoherence..

Key modeling assumptionsKey modeling assumptions

De Finetti’s concept of coherence is extended to a De Finetti’s concept of coherence is extended to a 
gamegame--theoretic framework (Nau and McCardle 1990).theoretic framework (Nau and McCardle 1990).

For convenience, game outcomes are assumed to be For convenience, game outcomes are assumed to be 
monetary, and utility for money is assumed to be monetary, and utility for money is assumed to be 
linear and statelinear and state--independent.independent.

These assumptions could be relaxed to allow nonThese assumptions could be relaxed to allow non--
monetary outcomes and nonlinear and/or statemonetary outcomes and nonlinear and/or state--
dependent utility for money.dependent utility for money.

However, it is necessary for money to be However, it is necessary for money to be oneone attribute attribute 
of utility, with of utility, with locallocal linearity (i.e., linear, possibly statelinearity (i.e., linear, possibly state--
dependent utility for “small” gambles).dependent utility for “small” gambles).
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Review: communication of unilateral Review: communication of unilateral 
preferences via acceptance of gamblespreferences via acceptance of gambles

True payoff matrix (True payoff matrix (““F F ””))
with entries with entries ff11((ss11, , ss22)),, ff22((ss11, , ss22))

Gamble matrix (Gamble matrix (“ “ G G ””) whose rows are unilaterally ) whose rows are unilaterally 
acceptable gambles that reveal individual preferencesacceptable gambles that reveal individual preferences

dd11, d, d22cc11, c, c22BB
bb11, b, b22aa11, a, a22TT

RRLL

dd2 2 -- cc22bb2 2 -- aa222RL2RL
cc2 2 -- dd22aa2 2 -- bb222LR2LR

dd11 -- bb11cc11 -- aa111BT1BT
bb11 -- dd11aa11 -- cc111TB1TB

BRBRBLBLTRTRTLTLInterpretation of  
gamble 1TB:  in the 
event that player 1
plays T when B is 
available, she would 
accept a gamble 
proportional to 
payoff differences 
between T and B

The “real” rules of the gameThe “real” rules of the game
For the purposes of For the purposes of noncooperativenoncooperative game theory, game theory, 
the real rules of the game consist of the revealed the real rules of the game consist of the revealed 
gamble matrix gamble matrix GG, not the true payoff matrix , not the true payoff matrix FF..

GG suffices to determine the set of suffices to determine the set of noncooperativenoncooperative
equilibria (correlated, Nash, etc.):  a correlated equilibria (correlated, Nash, etc.):  a correlated 
equilibrium distribution equilibrium distribution ππ is defined by the is defined by the 
constraints constraints GGππ ≥≥ 00, and a Nash equilibrium , and a Nash equilibrium 
additionally satisfies betweenadditionally satisfies between--player independence.player independence.

However, However, GG contains contains nono information about players’ information about players’ 
preferences for preferences for each others’each others’ moves:  any additive moves:  any additive 
effect on player 1 of player 2’s choice is subtracted effect on player 1 of player 2’s choice is subtracted 
out of the terms out of the terms aa11 -- cc11, , bb11 -- dd11, etc., etc.
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The real rules of the PD gameThe real rules of the PD game

True payoff matrix:True payoff matrix:

Gamble matrix:  players are collectively willing to Gamble matrix:  players are collectively willing to 
throw money away if throw money away if BRBR is not played.is not played.

1, 11, 15, 05, 0BB
0, 50, 54, 44, 4TT
RRLL

11112RL2RL
-- 11--112LR2LR

11111BT1BT
-- 11-- 111TB1TB

BRBRBLBLTRTRTLTLA sum of gambles 
1TB and 2LR yields 
an aggregate loss 
for the players in 
outcomes TL, TR, 
and BL, with zero 
gain in BR.

Strategic rationality as “joint coherence”Strategic rationality as “joint coherence”

Let Let xx denote a vector of nondenote a vector of non--negative multipliers for negative multipliers for 
acceptable gambles (rows of acceptable gambles (rows of GG) chosen by an ) chosen by an 
outside observer.outside observer.

xxTTGG is the vector of aggregate payoffs from the is the vector of aggregate payoffs from the 
observer to the players, whose observer to the players, whose jkjkthth element [element [xxTTGG]]jkjk is is 
the payoff when Row plays the payoff when Row plays jj and Column plays and Column plays kk

Outcome Outcome jk jk is is jointly coherentjointly coherent if it does not present an if it does not present an 
opportunity for opportunity for ex post arbitrageex post arbitrage, i.e., if there does not , i.e., if there does not 
exist exist xx ≥≥ 00 s.ts.t.  .  xxTTGG ≤≤ 00,  ,  [[xxTTGG]]jkjk < 0< 0, i.e., if observer , i.e., if observer 
cannot lose and wins a finite amount if cannot lose and wins a finite amount if jkjk is played.is played.

Only Only BRBR is jointly coherent in the PD game.is jointly coherent in the PD game.
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Fundamental duality theorem of Fundamental duality theorem of 
noncooperativenoncooperative gamesgames

Joint coherence is the appropriate extension Joint coherence is the appropriate extension 
of the concept of Bayesian rationality (of the concept of Bayesian rationality (ââ la de Finetti) la de Finetti) 
to a to a noncooperativenoncooperative game of strategy. game of strategy. 

TheoremTheorem (Nau and McCardle 1990):  An outcome is (Nau and McCardle 1990):  An outcome is 
jointly coherent if and only if it has positive probability jointly coherent if and only if it has positive probability 
in some correlated equilibrium of the game.in some correlated equilibrium of the game.

Hence, correlated Hence, correlated −− not Nash not Nash −− equilibrium is the equilibrium is the 
expression of Bayesian rationality in expression of Bayesian rationality in noncooperativenoncooperative
games, as originally claimed by Aumann (1974, 1987).games, as originally claimed by Aumann (1974, 1987).

How to extend this duality result to provide How to extend this duality result to provide 
a way out of the prisoner’s dilemma?a way out of the prisoner’s dilemma?

Evidently it is necessary for the players to accept Evidently it is necessary for the players to accept 
additional gambles that express their preferences additional gambles that express their preferences 
for their for their opponents’opponents’ actions.actions.

This requires a limited form of This requires a limited form of bilateral bilateral commitment, commitment, 
enforced by a mediator or contracting mechanism.enforced by a mediator or contracting mechanism.
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The model:  an “extended” gameThe model:  an “extended” game
After some cheap talk, suppose a cooperative solution After some cheap talk, suppose a cooperative solution 
is proposed, with payoff vector  is proposed, with payoff vector  e = e = ((ee11,, ee22)), e.g., a pure , e.g., a pure 
or objectively randomized outcome of original game.or objectively randomized outcome of original game.
Let Let s = s = ((ss11, , ss22)) denote a vector of strategies in the denote a vector of strategies in the 
original game, and let original game, and let c = c = ((cc11, , cc22) ) denote a vector of denote a vector of 
cooperate/defect indicators (cooperate/defect indicators (11=cooperate, =cooperate, 00=defect)=defect)
PlayerPlayer ii’’ss strategy now consists of the pair strategy now consists of the pair ((ssii, , ccii)), , 
which which doublesdoubles her set of available strategies.her set of available strategies.
If all players choose to cooperate (If all players choose to cooperate (cc == 11), they receive ), they receive 
the cooperative payoff, otherwise they receive the the cooperative payoff, otherwise they receive the 
payoffs of strategy payoffs of strategy ss in the original game:in the original game:

ffii((ss, , cc) = ) = eeii if if c c = = 11, otherwise , otherwise ffii((ss, c, c)) == ffii((ss))

Degree of bilateral commitment requiredDegree of bilateral commitment required

All players must allow the cooperative outcome to be All players must allow the cooperative outcome to be 
implemented on their behalf, yielding the joint payoff implemented on their behalf, yielding the joint payoff 
vector vector ee,, if and only if they if and only if they all all cooperate (cooperate (c c = = 11).).

Otherwise they end up at the “disagreement point” Otherwise they end up at the “disagreement point” s s in in 
the original game.the original game.

The game is still simultaneousThe game is still simultaneous--move, as if playermove, as if player ii
submits the move (submits the move (ssii, , ccii) in a sealed envelope before ) in a sealed envelope before 
seeing the othersseeing the others’’ moves.moves.

The disagreement point may be to some extent The disagreement point may be to some extent 
uncertain:   uncertain:   s s may have been obtained by may have been obtained by 
randomizationrandomization, either independent or correlated., either independent or correlated.
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The extended game (2x2 case)The extended game (2x2 case)

Let Let TCTC, , TDTD denote (denote (Top, CooperateTop, Cooperate), (), (Top, DefectTop, Defect), etc.), etc.

The extended game is a 4x4 The extended game is a 4x4 noncooperativenoncooperative game game 
with the following true payoff functions: with the following true payoff functions: 

dd11, d, d22cc11, c, c22dd11, d, d22cc11, c, c22BDBD

bb11, b, b22aa11, a, a22bb11, b, b22aa11, a, a22TDTD

dd11, d, d22cc11, c, c22ee11, e, e22ee11, e, e22BCBC

bb11, b, b22aa11, a, a22ee11, e, e22ee11, e, e22TCTC

RDRDLDLDRCRCLCLC

Implications of extension of the gameImplications of extension of the game

NoncooperativeNoncooperative equilibria of the original game are equilibria of the original game are 
still equilibria of the extended game (lower right still equilibria of the extended game (lower right 
quadrant).quadrant).

However, However, noncooperativenoncooperative equilibria of the extended equilibria of the extended 
game may also include the game may also include the cooperativecooperative outcomes outcomes 
(upper left quadrant), depending on (upper left quadrant), depending on ee..

Key difference:  in the extended game, acceptable Key difference:  in the extended game, acceptable 
gambles involving comparisons between gambles involving comparisons between 
cooperation and defection reveal additional cooperation and defection reveal additional 
information about preferences for others’ strategies.information about preferences for others’ strategies.
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Gamble matrix for extended 2x2 game (player 1’s rows only)Gamble matrix for extended 2x2 game (player 1’s rows only)

dd--bbcc--aadd--bbcc--aa11BDTDBDTD

0000dd--eecc--ee11BDBCBDBC
dd--bbcc--aadd--eecc--ee11BDTCBDTC

bb--ddaa--ccbb--ddaa--cc11TDBDTDBD
bb--ddaa--ccbb--eeaa--ee11TDBCTDBC

0000bb--eeaa--ee11TDTCTDTC

0000ee--ddee--cc11BCBDBCBD
dd--bbcc--aaee--bbee--aa11BCTDBCTD
dd--bbcc--aa000011BCTCBCTC

bb--ddaa--ccee--ddee--cc11TCBDTCBD

0000ee--bbee--aa11TCTDTCTD
bb--ddaa--cc000011TCBCTCBC

BDBD
RDRD

BDBD
LDLD

BDBD
RCRC

BDBD
LCLC

TDTD
RDRD

TDTD
LDLD

TDTD
RCRC

TDTD
LCLC

BCBC
RDRD

BCBC
LDLD

BCBC
RCRC

BCBC
LCLC

TCTC
RDRD

TCTC
LDLD

TCTC
RCRC

TCTC
LCLC

Green cells involve new comparisons ofGreen cells involve new comparisons of ee vs.vs. a,b,c,da,b,c,d
Purple cells correspond to comparisons in original game.Purple cells correspond to comparisons in original game.

Prisoner’s dilemma revisitedPrisoner’s dilemma revisited
Suppose that the proposed cooperative payoff 
vector is the efficient pure outcome e = (4, 4).

Then (BC, RC) is a jointly coherent strategy: 
players cooperate while threatening to play BR..

1, 11, 15, 05, 01, 11, 15, 05, 0BDBD

0, 50, 54, 44, 40, 50, 54, 44, 4TDTD

1, 11, 15, 05, 04, 44, 44, 44, 4BCBC

0, 50, 54, 44, 44, 44, 44, 44, 4TCTC

RDRDLDLDRCRCLCLC
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General resultsGeneral results

Theorem 1:  Theorem 1:  Every jointly coherent outcome in Every jointly coherent outcome in 
the original game remains a jointly coherent the original game remains a jointly coherent 
outcome of the extended game.outcome of the extended game.

Proof:   Proof:   If it is recommended that every player If it is recommended that every player 
defect to some correlated equilibrium strategy, defect to some correlated equilibrium strategy, 
then no then no singlesingle player is better off player is better off eithereither by by 
choosing to cooperate or by choosing some nonchoosing to cooperate or by choosing some non--
recommended strategy in the original game.recommended strategy in the original game.

General results, continuedGeneral results, continued

Theorem 2: Theorem 2: The proposed cooperative solution in The proposed cooperative solution in 
the extended game is jointly coherent the extended game is jointly coherent ifif it weakly it weakly 
dominates the conditional expected payoffs of dominates the conditional expected payoffs of 
some correlated equilibrium in the original game.some correlated equilibrium in the original game.

Proof: Proof: Let the weakly dominated CE be the Let the weakly dominated CE be the 
“disagreement point” that enforces cooperation.“disagreement point” that enforces cooperation.

“Only if” does not hold, as shown by a later “Only if” does not hold, as shown by a later 
example (prisoner’s nonexample (prisoner’s non--dilemma).dilemma).
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PD game without cooperationPD game without cooperation

By strict dominance, 
the unique jointly 
coherent strategy is 
the Nash equilibrium, 
whose payoff vector
is the inefficient 
outcome (1, 1).

1, 11, 15, 05, 0BB

0, 50, 54, 44, 4TT

RRLL

PD game with cooperationPD game with cooperation

Jointly coherent
cooperative outcomes
lie in the shaded 
region that weakly
dominates the NE, 
including e = (4, 4), 
and the gamble matrix 
reveals that TL is better than BR for both players

1, 11, 15, 05, 0BB

0, 50, 54, 44, 4TT

RRLL
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Modified (asymmetric) PD game Modified (asymmetric) PD game 

Unique jointly coherent 
strategy  is the Nash 
equilibrium with payoff 
vector (1, 3), which is 
not dominated by any 
other pure strategy.

1, 31, 35, 05, 0BB

0, 50, 54, 24, 2TT

RRLL

Modified PD game with cooperationModified PD game with cooperation

Jointly coherent 
outcomes  lie in shaded
region, and the gamble
matrix reveals that 
some mixtures of TL
and TR (but no pure 
strategies) are preferred to BR.

1, 31, 35, 05, 0BB

0, 50, 54, 24, 2TT

RRLL
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Prisoner’s nonPrisoner’s non--dilemmadilemma

This game is also
dominance solvable and  
strategically equivalent 
to the original prisoner’s
dilemma, but the Nash
equilibrium is now
Pareto efficient, with payoff vector (2, 2).

2, 22, 21, 11, 1BB

1, 11, 10, 00, 0TT

RRLL

Prisoner’s nonPrisoner’s non--dilemma with cooperationdilemma with cooperation

In the extended game,
all cooperative 
outcomes between
(1, 1) and (2, 2) are 
jointly coherent, but
more importantly, the
gamble matrix reveals
that BR is better than TL for both players.

2, 22, 21, 11, 1BB

1, 11, 10, 00, 0TT

RRLL
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ConclusionsConclusions

NoncooperativeNoncooperative modeling of cooperation, via modeling of cooperation, via 
conditional contracts, enriches the possibilities for conditional contracts, enriches the possibilities for 
communication as well as rational behavior.communication as well as rational behavior.

Joint coherence (no ex post arbitrage) is still an Joint coherence (no ex post arbitrage) is still an 
appropriate standard of rationality in this setting.appropriate standard of rationality in this setting.

Any pure or randomized joint strategy that weakly Any pure or randomized joint strategy that weakly 
dominates the conditional payoffs of a correlated dominates the conditional payoffs of a correlated 
equilibrium can be rationalized in this way.equilibrium can be rationalized in this way.


